CLASS DISCUSSION—MOVING BEYOND Q & A
Student-led, graded discussion which engages students and deepens thinking

Rationale
	I used to think asking the right questions made the difference between a lively class discussion and a flat one.   I’d pose an insightful question then struggle to get students to talk.  To fill the void, I’d hear myself give the answers.  My students had little incentive to prepare for or participate in a teacher-led classroom discussion on a teacher-chosen reading assignment for such a vague purpose as ‘to determine meaning through thoughtful interaction.’
	Now, within a framework of rules, I let students own the discussion.  They read assignments more carefully, they prepare discussion points in advance, they listen and respond to each other during the discussion, and they earn points toward a grade as a result of their efforts.  We also meet the goal of determining meaning through thoughtful interaction.
	The first time may be awkward, but students soon become engaged.  Their active involvement reinforces reading, writing, listening, speaking, and thinking skills which improve by using this strategy for different reading selections over time.
 In addition it’s an activity that we all look forward to and students hate to miss.

The Sequence
Select a reading assignment.  I select ninety percent of the readings.  Any genre can be used, but the selection should be complex enough to provide for discovery of meaning through discussion.
Give preparation guidelines.  Each student should make two lists:  a list of indisputable facts shown in the reading (what we know without question) and a list of thoughtful questions about the selection (discussion points written in question form, especially what the student wants to know that isn’t directly answered in the selection).  I suggest a minimum number of items for each list depending on the selection—usually somewhere between five and ten items.
Check preparation before admitting students to the discussion.  As students show me their prepared lists, I say “You’re in” or “You’re out” to emphasize the importance of preparedness.  Any unprepared students sit out of the discussion but listen (and often read the selection as the discussion takes place).  After the first couple of times, students want to be in the discussion rather than unprepared.

GROUND RULES 
FOR GRADED DISCUSSION

Stand to Speak
If several stand, one standing who has spoken least gets the floor
Listen and be responsive to one another
Provide a new discussion point to fill a lull
Speculate using clues from text or logical reasoning
Be civil and open to other viewpoints
Interact to reach a higher level of understanding than if you had read the selection without discussion
Preview the rules.  Students gain security when they understand the system.  The discussion is not teacher-led.  Students will be posing questions, listening and responding to one another in a whole-class discussion.  It works if they understand the ground rules.  
Give the discussion to the students.  Ask for a volunteer to begin with the first question.  Then, as teacher, assume the role of listener, expert on the rules, and scorer.
Score with a system that works for you.  I place a mark on a class list each time a student speaks.  My symbols, which represent the kind of interaction I hear and see, are check marks, arrows, and single letters.  The check marks, worth one point, represent mediocre contributions.  Directional arrows, worth two points, show a question was asked that moved the discussion forward [arrow to the right], that the comment added depth [arrow pointing downward], or that the speaker was especially responsive to what others had said [arrow to the left].  The letter Q or P, each worth three points, symbolizes a high quality contribution [Q] or the use of a specific passage [P] to support a point.
Give time for a written summary of meaning.  At the end of the discussion, students will need a few minutes to write one-sentence summary statements.  The purpose of the discussion is to gain understanding of the text, and the individually written summary statements allow reflection and synthesis to provide for that step.  A wide range of meanings may be shown.
Translate the scores into grades.  I have chosen to set the discussion plus the written work as worth ten points.  I cap the discussion scores at five points and allow five points possible for the written lists plus the summary statement.  Students who sit out of the discussion get a zero.  Students who are absent are simply excused from the activity with no effect on their grades.
Be prepared for what happens next. “When’s our next graded discussion?”  becomes a frequent question in the classroom.  Occasionally students have also brought in content that they asked to discuss using the student-led structure.   The temptation is to overdo it.  I’d caution against scheduling the graded discussions more than six or eight times a semester, but there may be reasons to do more or less than that.  Over several years of using this activity, I have learned that the structure provides an element of safety and trust.  Students become more open to one another’s views and communicate ideas that move beyond opinions.   

